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ABSTRACT 
Characterizations are obtained of those linear operators over certain semirings 
that preserve (1) the r th coefficient of the rook polynomial, those that preserve (2) the 
term rank of matrices with term rank r, and those that preserve (3) the rth 
elementary symmetric permanental function. Our results apply to many algebraic 
systems of combinatorial interest, including the nonnegative integer matrices, Boolean 
matrices, and fuzzy matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Suppose Dd is a field and & is the set of all m x n matrices over K. If T 
is a linear operato; on & and f is a function defined on &, then T preserves 
f if f(T(A)) = f(A) for all A in &!. 
Frobenius (1897 [6]), Marcus and Moyls (1959 [12, 13]), Marcus and May 
(1962 [ll]), Marcus and Purves (1959 [14]), Beasley (1970 [l]), Mint (1976 
[ 15]), and Kovacs (1977 [9]) h c aracterized those linear operators on & that 
preserve: determinant and characteristic polynomial, rank, permanent, 
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the rth elementary symmetric function (r > 4), the third elementary sym- 
metric function, combinations of the first two elementary functions with 
other functions like determinant and rank, and the first two elementary 
symmetric functions (respectively). In 1983 McDonald [lo] found that the 
characterizations of the first three functions were valid over more general 
rings. Typically, the first operations that come to mind for preserving f turn 
out to be the only ones. For example, T preserves the characteristic poly- 
nomial if and only if T is a similarity transformation, transposition, or 
composition of such operations [6]. 
In 1984 and 1985 analogues of Marcus and Moyls’s work on rank were 
obtained by Beasley, Gregory, and Pullman [Z-4] for certain types of 
semirings. Recently, Beasley and Pullman [S] characterized operators that 
preserve the term rank, those that preserve the permanent, and those that 
preserve the rook polynomial for such semirings. These semirings included 
such combinatorially significant systems as the nonnegative integers and the 
Boolean algebra of two elements. Their results also apply to fuzzy matrices. 
In this paper that work is continued. We obtain characterizations of those 
linear operators on n x n matrices over certain semirings that preserve the 
r th elementary symmetric permanental functions for fixed r, and those that 
preserve the rth coefficient of the rook polynomial for fixed r. We also 
extend our previous work on term-rank preservers. 
Section 2 contains most of the definitions and notation. In particular, 
“semiring” is defined formally at its outset. In brief, a semiring is a ring with 
unity except that its nonzero elements are not required to have negatives. 
Matrix operations are defined over semirings as over rings; so are concepts 
such as invertibility and linearity. Rings, fields, and division rings are all 
semirings; so are Boolean algebras (with union for addition and intersection 
as multiplication). The nonnegative members IFP + of any subring P of the 
reals R form a semiring. The real unit interval [0, l] is a semiring (max = + 
and min = x); these are the fuzzy scalars IF, which provide the entries for 
the fuzzy matrices. 
The rth elementary symmetric function, E,, of a square matrix A over a 
commutative ring is the sum of all the r X r principal minor determinants of 
A. The work of Marcus and Purves 1141 and Beasley [l] established that for 
n x n complex matrices, the only linear operators that preserve E, (n > r > 3) 
are compositions of (i) multiplication by an rth root of unity, (ii) transposi- 
tion, and (iii) similarity transformations. Linear preservers of E, and E, are 
also known but have a different characterization [15]. 
We define an analogous function E, on the square matrices over a 
commutative semiring S by defining E,(A) to be the sum of all the r X r 
principal minor permanents of A. We obtain analogous results. For example, 
in Theorem 4.2 we show that if S is commutative and has no zero divisors 
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and if none of its nonzero elements have additive inverses, then the only 
linear operators on the n x n matrices over S that preserve E, (n > r > 3) are 
compositions of precisely the same operators (i), (ii), and (iii) as in the 
semiring of complex numbers. We also characterize the preservers of sr, Q_, 
and E,. 
Let +,(A) denote the coefficient of xr in the rook polynomial of the 
nl x n matrix A. We characterize the linear operators that preserve +? in 
Section 5 (Theorem 5.4). Marcus and May [ll] found all the linear operators 
on matrices over any field that preserve the permanent. In Theorem 5.4 we 
show that these are also the only linear operators that preserve the permanent 
over the semirings S described in the previous paragraph. In the same 
section, we characterize those linear operators T for which the term rank of 
T(A) is r if and only if the term rank of A is r (Theorem 5.5). 
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
A semiring (see e.g., Gregory and Pullman [7] or Kim [8]) is a binary 
system (S, + , X) such that (S, +) is an abelian monoid (identity 0), (S, X) 
is a monoid (identity l), X distributes over + , 0 X s = s X 0 = 0 for all s in 
S, and 1 # 0. Usually S denotes the system and X is denoted by juxtaposi- 
tion. If (S, x ) is abelian, then S is commutative. If 0 is the only element to 
have an additive inverse, then S is antinegative. Ati rings with unity are 
semirings, but no such ring is antinegative. 
Algebraic terms such as unit and zero divisor are defined for semirings as 
for rings. Algebraic operations on matrices over a semiring and such notions 
as linearity and invertibility are also defined as if the underlying scalars were 
in a field. 
Here are some examples of semirings which occur in combinatorics. They 
are all commutative and antinegative. Let W be any Boolean algebra; then 
(O-U, u , n ) is a semiring. Let Cc be any chain with lower bound 0 and upper 
bound 1; then (C, max,min) is a semiring (a chain semiring). In particular, if 
IF is the real interval [0, l] then (lF, max,min) is a semiring, the fuzzy 
semiring. If P is any subring of Iw, the reals (under real addition and 
multiplication), and P + denotes the nonnegative members of IFp, then P + is a 
semiring. In particular, Z +, the nonnegative integers, is a semiring. 
We let A,,,,(S) denote the m x n matrices over S. The m x n matrix 
of I’s is denoted J, ,,; the m x m identity is defined as if S were a field and 
is denoted I,?,; the ‘m X n zero matrix is defined as if S were a field and is 
denoted O,,, ,,; the m x n matrix all of whose entries are zero except its 
(i, j)th, which is 1, is denoted E, j. We call Eij a cell. The set of cells, b, 
spans A,,,.(S). 
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CONVENTIONS. From now on we will assume that m < n unless specified 
otherwise. For the rest of the paper the subscripts m and n may be 
suppressed, and A will denote J? ,,JS), a fixed semiring S being under- 
stood. Also, we will write A, for A,,“. 
The pattern Aof a matrix A in _M is the (0,l) m$ix whose (i, j)th entry 
is 0 if and only if a i j = 0. We will also assume that A is in J?(B) where B is 
the Boolean algebra of two elements ((0, l}, + , X ), where + is U and X 
is fl. 
If A and B are in J?, we say B dominates A (written B > A or A < B) if 
bj j = 0 implies a i j = 0 for all i, j. This provides a reflextive, transitive relation 
on _44!. 
A matrix M in & is a morwmial if it has exactly m nonzero entries, one 
in each row, one in each of m columns. The pattern of such a matrix is a 
column permutation of [Z, 10 _ m,n m 1. In particular, M is a permutation 
matrix if m = n. 
If L G M and M is a monomial, we call L a s&monomial of order r if 
the number of nonzero entries in L is r. 
The term rank r(A) of the matrix A is the minimum number k such that 
all the nonzero entries in A are contained in T rows and k - T columns. 
Evidently the term rank of a matrix is the term rank of its pattern. 
If S is a commutative semiring, we define the permanent of an m X n 
matrix over S by 
7Jl 
where A is the set of all injections of {1,2 ,..., m} into {1,2 ,..., n}. 
For each 1~ T < m define a functional & as follows: 
+,(A) = c w-(B), 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
where ti r is the set of all r x r submatrices of A. Let +a( A) = 1. Then the 
rook polynomial of A is defined as 
(2.3) 
a polynomial over S. Notice that +“,(A) = per(A) when m < n, and $i( A) is 
the sum of the entries in A. If m = n, for each 16 r < n, define a functional 
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E,(A) (the rth elementary symmetric (permanental) function) by 
%(A)= c per(B), 
BE%, 
(2.4) 
where ‘$, is the set of aU r X T principal submatrices of A. Notice that 
.si( A) = trace(A) and E”(A) = per(A). 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose S is any semiring, T is a linear operator on 
~2 = M ,,, , ,,(S), and f is a linear functional defined on 4. Then T preserves f 
if and only if f(T(E)) = f(E) for all ce2l.s E. 
Proof. Follows directly from the linearity of T and f, and the fact that 
the set of cells spans J%‘. n 
COROLLARY 2.1.1. Suppose S is any semiring and T is a linear operator 
on J%‘,,(S). Then T preserves trace if and only if [trace(T(Eij))] = I,. 
COROLLARY 2.1.2. Suppose S is any semiring and T is a linear operator 
on A,,,, Js). Then T preserves a( A), the sum of the entries of A, if and only 
if [4T(Eii))1 = A,,,.. 
3. LINEAR OPERATORS THAT PRESERVE E,: 
THE BINARY BOOLEAN CASE 
The first elementary symmetric function Ed is just the trace. Corollary 
2.1.1 characterized the &,-preservers. At the other extreme, the nth elemen- 
tary symmetric function is the permanent. Permanent preservers were char- 
acterized in [5, Theorem 31. (We give a new characterization in Theorem 5.4 
below.) 
We will therefore confine our attention to r with 1 < r < n. Hereafter all 
the matrices are n x n. 
We wiU devote most of the rest of this section to matrices over B, the 
Boolean algebra of two elements defined in Section 2. In the next section, 
using the homomorphism described in Section 2 that sends operators on 
J%‘,(S) to their patterns in J?,(B), we will be able to extend our results to 
commutative, antinegative, zerodivisor-free semirings S. 
Since the linear operators on A.(S) are completely determined by their 
behavior on 8, the set of all n2 cells Eij (see Section 2), our investigation will 
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center on how &,-preservers affect 6. Fix r > 1 and let E= E,. A cell E is a 
completion of the matrix A if E( A + E) f 0. Not every matrix has a comple- 
tion. For example, if 
A= i 
1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
and r=3, 
0 0 0 0 
1
then A has no completion. 
A cell Eii is diagonal if i = j and offdiagonul otherwise. A matrix A is a 
complement of a cell E if 
(1) E is a completion of A and: 
(2) if E is off-diagonal, then &(A + F) = 0 for all cells F # E; 
(3) if E is diagonal, then &(A + F) = 0 for all off-diagonal cells F. 
LEMMA 3.0. Zf S is any commutative semiring and n > r > 1, then 
every cell in A.(S) has a complement. 
Proof. If E is a diagonal cell, choose r - 1 other diagonal cells and call 
their sum A. If E is an offdiagonal cell, choose r - 2 diagonal cells, none in 
the same row or column as E. Let A be their sum plus E’. In both cases A is 
a complement of E. w 
For the rest of this part of this section we will have S = B. Here are some 
useful facts about E, for n x n matarices over B and all 1~ r < n. 
(3.1) e,(A) = 1 if and only if A dominates some principal submonomial of 
order r. 
(3.2) E,(A) G E,(B) if A G B. 
The first fact is essentially a restatement of the definition; the second is a 
consequence of the first and the transitivity of < . 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose n > r >, 2 and A in A,,(B) has a diagonal compk- 
tion. Then A has at least two diagonal completions. 
Proof. Suppose E is a diagonal completion of A. Then D < E + A for 
some principal submonomial matrix D of order r by (3.1). If E < D, form D’ 
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by replacing E in D by another diagonal cell F. Then D’ is a principal 
submonomial of order r, and D’ < A + F. So E?( A + F) = 1. If E & D then 
D<A,sos,(A+F)=lforallFby(3.2). m 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose 2 < r < n. lf T is a linear operator on JZ%,(~) that 
preserves E, and T(E,j)<T(E,,), then (i,j)=(s,t). 
Proof. Suppose T( Eij) 6 T( E,,). Let E = E,, and A be a complement of 
Ei j. Then E(T( Ei j + A)) = 1 implies E(T( E,,) + T( A )) = 1 because T( Ei j) d 
T( E,Y,). So E(E,~~ + A) = 1. By the definition of complement, (1) i z j implies 
(s, t ) = (i, j) and (2) i = j implies s = t. We may now suppose i = j, so 
s = t. If s # i then .$Eii + E,, + D) = 1 for some diagonal submonomial D of 
order r - 2. Then E(T( E,,)+T(D)) = 1, because T preserves E and T(E,,) < 
T( E,V,Y). So E( E,, + D) = 1, contrary to the choice of D. Therefore s = i and 
hence (i, j)=(s,t). 
LEMMA 3.3. Supppose JZ? is any finite set and f is a function mapping 
7~ to 3:. Then there exists an integer p > 1 such that fP is idempotent. 
Proof. There are only finitely many functions taking 3 to 5. Therefore 
the sequence { f, f ‘, . . . , f n,. . . } “cycles” after n is sufficiently large. That is, 
there exist integers N > 1 and d > 1 such that for all m > N and n > N, 
f”’ = f” if m = n (modd). Let p = Nd; then fP = f2P. n 
THEOREM 3.1. If 2 G r < n and T is a linear operator on .&,(8) that 
preserves E, , then T permutes the cells (therefore T is invertible) and 
T(Z) = I. 
Proof. Some power TP is idempotent by Lemma 3.3. Let L = TP. Each 
power of T, in particular L, is linear and preserves E,. Suppose E and F are 
cells and F < YE). Then L(F) < L2(E) = L(E) and hence F = E by Lemma 
3.2. Therefore E = L(E). But E was an arbitrary cell. So L is the identity 
mapping on C and hence on M,(B). Therefore T is invertible. It follows that 
T permutes 6 (see e.g. [2, Corollary 2.5.21). 
Finally we show that T(Z) = I. Suppose E is an off-diagonal cell with a 
diagonal image T(E). Let A be a complement of E. Then T(E) completes 
T(A), because T preserves E, and E completes A. By Lemma 3.1, T(A) has 
a diagonal completion C f T(E). Therefore T-‘(C) completes A. By the 
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definition of complement, T-‘(C) = E since E is off-diagonal. Therefore 
C = T(E), contrary to the choice of C. Consequently T(E) is offdiagonal. 
Since T permutes E and takes off-diagonal cells to off-diagonal cells, it 
follows that T permutes the diagonal cells. That is, T( Z ) = I. l 
COROLLARY 3.1. Zf 1 G r < n and T is a linear operator on &!,(5) 
preserving E, , then T permutes the set of principal submonomial matrices of 
order r. 
Proof. Let C be a principal submonomial of order r. Now T is injective 
by Theorem 3.1, so T(C) is the sum of exactly r cells. By hypothesis, 
&,(T(C)) = 1. Therefore T(C) is a principal submonomial of order r. n 
If T permutes the cells so that T(E) = f implies T( E’) = F t, we say that 
T permutes them symmetrically. 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf n > 3, then T preserves Ed if and only if T permutes the 
cells symmetrically. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 3.1 and the definitions. n 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf 2 < r < n and T preserves E, then T preserves E,_ 1. 
Proof. Suppose T preserves E, and E,_ ,(A) = 1. If A >, I, then T(A) > I, 
by Theorem 3.1, and hence E,_~(T(A)) = 1. Thus, we may suppose A 3 1. 
Choose a diagonal cell E g A and a principal submonomial, D, of order 
r - 1, D < A. Then E + D is a principal susbmonomial of order r, and hence 
T(E + D) is a principal submonomial of order r by Corollary 3.1. Also 
the diagonal cell T(E) g T(D) by the same corollary (diagonal cells are 
principal submonomials of order 1). Therefore E,_ ,(T( D)) = 1 and hence 
E,_ ,(T(A)) = 1. 
Suppose E,_~(T(A)) = 1. By the previous argument applied to T- ‘, 
E,_ XA) = 1. (T-’ preserves q because T does.) Thus T preserves E,_ 1. n 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf 3 < r -C n and T is a linear Boolean operator, then T 
preserve-s E, if and only if there exists a permutation matrix P such that: 
(i) T(A) = PAP-’ for all A E JJY,(S) or 
(ii) T(A) = PA’P-’ for all A E A,,@). 
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Proof. The conditions are obviously sufficient. Suppose, conversely, that 
T preserves E,. Then T preserves .s2 and eg by Lemma 3.5. So T permutes 
the cells symmetrically by Lemma 3.4. 
Fix i, j, x such that i # j, x # i, and x z j. Suppose T(E,,.) = E,,, 
T( Ei,) = E,,, T( Eii) = E,,. Let E = .Q. Then E( Eij + Eii + Eii) = 0 and e(Ei, 
+ Ezi + Eii) = 0. So E(Ekl + E,, + E,,) = 0 and e(E,! + E,, + E,,) = 0. 
Therefore q E ( 2, k} n {s, t >. Therefore there are four cases: q = s = I, q = t 
= k, q = s = k, or q = t = 1. 
If q = s = 1, then T(E,,) = E,,. Let A = Eij + Ei, +T-‘(E,,). Then 
T(A) = E,, + El, + E,,. If k, 1, and t are distinct, then E(A) = 1, but 
E(A) = 0, so at least one of E,,, E,,, E,, is diagonal. Now k # 1 because 
i # j, and I # t because i # x. (T permutes the off-diagonal cells.) Hence 
t = k. But then T(Eji) = E,, = E,, = T(E,,), a contradiction (i # j). There- 
fore s # 1. 
If q = t = k, then T(E,,) = E,,. Let A = Eij + E,, +T-‘(E,,). Then 
T(A) = E,, + E,, + E,,. But E(A) = 0, so at least one of the cells of T(A) is 
diagonal. But k # 1, as i # j. Also s # k, because in our case s = k implies 
s = t, and hence [definition of (s, t)] i = xx, contrary to our assumption. Thus 
I = s and T( Eji) = E,, = E,, = T( E,,), contrary to the assumption that j z i. 
Therefore t z k. 
If q = s = k then T(Eij) = E,,, T(E,,) = Ekl, and T(E,,) = E,,. Suppose 
for some y # i, T(E,,) = Efg with f# k. If g f k, let A = e,, + Eiy + E,,. 
Here E(A) = 0 while E(T(A)) = E(Ekk + E, + Egr) = 1, a contradiction. Sup- 
pose g = k. Then 2 #f. Otherwise T(E,,) = Erg = E,, = E,, = T(Eji) con- 
tradicting i # j. Let A = Ei, + Eij ST-‘(Elf), then E(A) = 0 while E(T( A)) 
= E(E,-~ + E,, + Elf) = 1, a contradiction. We thus conclude that f = k. It 
follows that T maps the ith row’s cells onto the kth row’s cells. 
If q = t = 1, we can show by a similar argument that T maps the ith row’s 
cells on the lth column’s cells. 
Let !Jl u denote the set of cells { E,,, : 1~ 0 < n ), the set of cells in the 
uth row, and Q, = {E,,: 1~ u < n ), the set of cells in the 0th column. So 
far we have shown that T(%,) = B, or si,. Now T(%,) = B, and T(!RP) 
= St, is impossible, because then the invertible operator T would map the 
set % u U 8 p of 2n cells onto the set B, U 8, of 2n - 1 cells. So either (a) T 
maps rows to rows and columns to columns, or (b) T maps rows to columns 
and columns to rows. If (a) holds, then T( ‘!R .) = !R a(uj for some permutation 
(Y of the n indices, and T( GX”) = (sB(Oj for some permutation p of the n 
indices. Then T( E,,) = E,,,,,Bcof for all u and u. Let P and Q be permuta- 
tion matrices corresponding to (Y and fi. Then PEijQ = T( Eij). So for all 
matrices A, T(A) = PAQ by the linearity of T. Now T(Z) = I, so Q = P-‘. 
This establishes conclusion (i). Conclusion (ii) is then established when (b) 
holds by applying (i) to the transpose of the operator T. m 
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4. q-PRESERVING OPERATORS OVER COMMUTATIVE, 
ANTINEGATIVE ZERO-DIVISOR-FREE SEMIRINGS 
J. PULLMAN 
Let S be any commutative, antinegative semiring with no zero divisors. 
These include E ‘, the nonnegative integers; (EB, the 2-clement Boolean 
algebra; and F, the fuzzy scalars. In this section, we will characterize the 
e;preservers among the linear operators on J,(S). As we pointed out in 
Section 3, we need only consider 2 < r < n. 
The mapping accomplished by associating each matrix A in M,,.(s) 
with its pattern x in &,,,@) ( see ec ran 2) is a semiring homomorphism S t’ 
because S is antinegative and has no zero divisors. If T is a linear operator on 
M,,,,,,(s), let T, its pattern, be the operator on A,,,, “(5) defined by 
T(A) = T(A,) for all A in M,,,,(B), 
where A, is the (0,l) matrix in J?,,~, ,,(S) whose pattern is A. Then T + T is 
a homomorphism of the semiring of linear operators on M,,.(S) to the 
semiring of linear operators on J#,,,@). 
The pattern homomorphisms imply the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose T is a linear operator on A,(s) and S is a 
commutatiue, antinegative semiring without zero divisors. Zf 1~ r < n, then 
(i) E?(A) = er(A) for aZE A_E d!,(S), and 
(ii) T preserves E, only if T preserves E,. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose T is a linear operator on -M,,(s) which preserves 
E,., n > r > I, and S is a commutative, antinegative semiring without zero 
divisors. Then for some scalar a, T(Z) = al and a’ = 1. 
Proof. We may assume r 2 2 by Corollary 2.1.1. According to Lemma 
4.1 and Theorem 3.1, T permutes the diagonal cells. Let v denote a 
corresponding permutation of the index set, so T(E,,) = E,Cij,,(i,. Then there 
exist scalars ur, us,. . . , u, in S such that T(E,,) = u,E,,(~),,(~, for all i. 
Therefore, for every r-element subset A of the index set, 
,IJAui = ‘9 (4.1) 
because e,(Xi E ,,Eii) = 1 and T preserves E,. Consequently all the ui are 
units, and for all i, ui = (nj, a,uj) - ’ for all (r - l)-element subsets A’ of the 
index set with i ~6 A’. Since n > 3, we have ui = u1 for all i. Applying 
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Equation (4.1) for A = { 1,2,. . . , r}, we obtain u’= 1. Now let a= ui to 
complete the proof. m 
Which operators on _++Y = M,(S) preserve ~a? The Schur (or Hadamard) 
product of matrices A and B is defined as A * B = [ai jbi j]. Suppose U is a 
fixed matrix in JZ, where the diagonal of u is a scalar multiple of I, and 
U * U’ = .J,, the n X n matrix of ones. Define an operator T,, by T”(X) = 
U * X, for all X in A. Then T, is obviously linear and preserves &a. We will 
call T, an appropriate scaling. Suppose (i, j) and (s, t) are fixed pairs of 
indices with i + j and s # t. Let A be an arbitrary matrix in J?. Obtain a 
matrix B by interchanging aij with a,, and a ji with a ts. Call the operator 
Ti jsl : A -+ B a symmetric exchange. It is also linear and preserves .ss. The 
next theorem establishes the fact that compositions of these operations are 
the only &,-preservers when n > 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose S is a commutative, antinegative semiring 
without zero divisors. If T is a linear operator on J?,,(S) and n > 2, then T 
preserves e2 if and only if T is a composition of symmetric exchanges and an 
appropriate scaling. 
Proof. Sufficiency has already been established. Suppose T preserves 
E = ~a. Then so does T, by Lemma 4.1. Lemma 3.4 implies that T permutes 
the cells of J?,(B) symmetrically. Therefore for each pair (i, j) with i < j 
there exists a unique pair (s, t) and scalars uij, uji such that 
T( Eij) = uijEst and T( Eji) = ujiE,,, (4.2) 
But T preserves E, so uijuji = 1. Let U = [uij]. Lemma 4.2 implies that the 
diagonal of U is al, where a2 = 1. We have shown that U * Ut = 1. Therefore 
U is an appropriate scaling matrix. The equations (4.2) imply that T = 
T,lJi c jTi jst. Since Tijst is a symmetric exchange, the proof is complete. n 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose S is a commutative, antinegative semiring with 
no zero divisors. Zf T is a linear operator on the n X n matrices over S and 
n > T > 3, then T preserves E, if and only if there exists an invertible 
monomial V and a scalar a with a’= 1 such that 
(i) T(A)=cwVAV-‘fo7aZZAE.&,(S) or 
(ii) T(A) = aVA’V_’ for aZZ A E d,(S). 
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. Suppose T preserves E,; then T, its Boolean 
pattern, also preserves E, by Lemma 4.1. Therfore there is a permutation 
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matrix P over J%‘#S) such that 
T(X) = PAP-’ for all X E A,,(R) (4.3) 
or 
T(X) = PA’P-’ for all X E J?,(B). (4.4) 
Suppose (4.3) holds. Let +rr be the permutation of the index set corre- -- 
sponding to P, so that T(Esj) = I?,,~~,,~(~,. Then 
T(Eij) = uijE9r(i),,(j) (4.5) 
for some nonzero ujj in s. Let U = [uij]. By Equation (4.3) 
T(A)=P(A*U)P-’ forall AE&,(~). (4.6) 
We have abused the notation a bit by using the same letter P to denote a 
(0,l) matrix in J?,(S) and its pattern in ~,(lIB). 
By Lemma 4.2, al = U* I, where (Y’ = 1 for some (Y in S. For some 
diagonal submonomial D of order r - 2, .s,(T(E,,. + Eji + D)) = 1. Therefore 
UijUjiC2 = 1 for all i and j. (4.7) 
Similarly, 
uijujp’ki = a3 for all i, j , k that are pairwise distinct. (4.8) 
Therefore, 
Ujk = (YU;jiuit for all j and k. (4.9) 
Let Q be the diagonal matrix with qjj = ucj’ for all j, and let V= PQ. Then 
Equations (4.6) and (4.9) imply conclusion (i). 
If (4.4) holds, apply (i) to the operator X + [T(X)]’ to establish (ii). n 
5. TERM-RANK-k PRESERVERS AND 
ROOK-POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENT PRESERVERS. 
Term rank was defined in Section 2. Here are some elementary properties 
that we will need. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Zf X and Y are any m X n matrices over S, then T( X + Y ) 
<T(x)+ T(Y). 
LEMMA 5.2. For every m x n matrix A over S, there exists a submorw- 
mial matrix M such that r(A) = r(M) and M Q A. 
Proof. See e.g. Ryser [16, p. 551. n 
Lemma 5.2, which we will use frequently in the sequel, is equivalent to 
the well known graph-theoretic theorem of KSnig that the vertex covering 
number of a bipartite graph is the size of a maximum matching. 
Characterizations of the linear operators that preserve term rank, perma- 
nent, and rook polynomials over semirings were given in [S]. Continuing that 
work, we will characterize those linear operators that preserve the T th 
coefficient of the rook polynomial and those that preserve term rank r. An 
operator T preserves term rank r if for all A, r(T( A)) = r whenever 
T(A) = r. 
Corollary 2.1.2 characterized the +,-preserving linear operators, because 
@i(X) is the sum of the entries in X. In that case S was completely arbitrary. 
If S a commutative, antinegative semiring without zero divisors, then 
Theorem 3 of [S] characterized the +,-preserving linear operators, because 
+,,, is the permanent. 
We will restrict our investigation then to +? with 2 < r < m. We will 
assume that S is a commutative, antinegative semiring without zero divisors. 
As in the work on E,, our strategy will be to obtain results first for S = III and 
then lift them via the pattern homomorphism to S. 
LEMMA 5.3. Zf T is a linear operator on Jl,,@8), T preserves & fir 
some fixed r, and n 2 m > r >, 2, then T permutes the cells (T is inuertible). 
Proof. Define L = TP, an idempotent power of T ensured by Lemma 
3.3, and put Zij = YE,,.) for all i, j. Then L is linear, is idempotent, and 
preserves r~ = &. Suppose Eij < Z,,; then Zij < Z,, because L2 = L. 
Case 1: i#u and j#v. We can choose a submonomial D of order 
r-2 so that if X=D+Eij+E,, then 4(X)= 1. Then @(L(X)) = 1, so 
+(Z,, +L(D)) = 1. But then #(E,, + D) = 1, which is impossible because D 
has only r - 2 nonzero entries. So i = u or j = v. 
Case 2: i=u and j#v. If this were possible, we could choose a 
submonomial D of order r - 1 so that D > E,, and +(Eij + D) = 1. Then 
+(Ei, + D)=O. But L(E,,+ D)g Zi,+L(D)=L(Ei, + D), a contradic- 
tion. The case i # u and j = v leads to a contradiction in a parallel manner. 
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Therefore Eij < Z,, implies (i, j) = (u, o), just as in Lemma 3.2. So by 
the same argument as in Theorem 3.1, T is invertible and permutes the set of 
cells in M,,,, JIB). n 
An operator T strongly preserves term rank r if for all matrices X, 
r(X) = r if and only if r(T(X)) = r. 
THEOREM 5.1. lf T is a linear operator on A,,,, JB), and T preserves +, 
for some fixed r, and n > m > r > 2, then T strongly preserves term rank 1. 
Proof. Suppose T(A) = 1 and T(T( A)) f 1. If $T(A)) = 0, then r( A + 
0) = r for some submonomial of order r - 1. Let + = CP,. Then A + D > M 
for some monomial matrix M of order r by Lemma 5.2, and hence +(A + 0) 
= 1. But cp(T(A + D)) = +(T(D)) = 0, a contradiction. If r(T(A)) > 1, then 
there exist “ noncolhnear” cells E and F (E, j, E,,, with i z u and j z v) 
such that E + F < T(A). Now +(E + F + D) = 1 for some submonomial D 
of order r - 2. Lemma 5.3 implies that C = T-‘(D) dominates exactly r - 2 
nonzero cells. But T(A) = 1, so 7(A + C) < r - 1. Thus +(A + C) = 0. On 
the other hand, (p(T(A + C)) > +(E + F + D) = 1, a contradiction. So far we 
have shown that T preserves term rank 1. 
Suppose 7(T( A)) = 1 and 7(A) > 1. There exist noncollinear cells E and 
F such that E + F < A, because r(A) > 1. Let D be a submonomial of order 
r - 2 such that r(E + F + D)) = r. Then $A + D) >, r, and hence $(A + D) 
= 1 by Lemma 5.2. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that 7(T(D)) < r - 2. 
Therefore T(T(A + D)) G r - 1 by Lemma 5.1. So (p(T(A + D)) = 0, a con- 
tradiction. Thus T strongly preserves term rank 1. n 
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose T is a linear transformation on A,,$l3), and 
n > m > k > 1. lf T preserves term rank k, then 
(i) $A) < k only if r(T(A))< k, and 
(ii) 7(A) > k only if r(T(A)) > k. 
Zf T strongly preserves term rank k, then strict inequality holds in (i) and 
(ii). 
Proof. Suppose r(A) < k. We can add a submonomial D to A so that 
r( A + D) = k. Then k = r(T( A + D)) = 7(T( A) + T( D)) > 7(T( A)). 
Suppose r(A) > k. Then A 2 B for some submonomial B of order k by 
Lemma 5.2. So k = r(T(B)) < r(T(A)). n 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose T is a linear operator on JI,,,,(BB) and 1~ r G 
m < n. lf T strongly preserves term rank r, then T preserves &. 
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Proof. Let + = &. If +(A) = 0, then T(A) < r. Therefore 7(T( A)) < r, 
by Lemma 5.4, and hence @(T(A)) = 0. If +(A) = 1 then T(A) > r, and 
hence $T( A)) > T by Lemma 5.4. Therefore +(T( A)) = 1. m 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose T is a linear operator on A,,,, &5) and 1~ r < 
m < n. Zf T strongly preserves term rank r, then there exist permutation 
matrices P and Q such that 
(i) T(A) = PAQ for all A E Mf.,,#) or 
(ii) m = n and T(A) = PA’Q fm aZZ A E -@,&lEB). 
Proof. If r = 1, then [5, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.11 provides the 
conclusion. If r > 2, then Theorem 5.2 and theorem 5.1 imply that T strongly 
preserves term rank 1. n 
Operators satisfying (i) or (ii) of Theorem 5.3 are called (P, Q)-operators. 
We can summarize our results so far as follows. 
COROLLARY 5.3.1. Suppose T is a linear operator on JH,JB) and 
1 G r G m d n, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) T preserves &. 
(ii) T is a (P, Q)-aperator. 
(iii) T strongly preserves term rank-r. 
(iv) T preserves the permanent. 
(v) T preserves the rook polynomial. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose S is a commutative, antinegative semiring 
without zero divisors, T is a linear operator on _4? = J?,,,,(S), and 2 d r G 
m < n. Then T preserves & if and only if there exist permutation matrices P 
and Q, a scalar a with a’= 1, and diagonal matrices D, and D, with 
per( DIDz) = 1 such that either 
(i) T(A) = aPAQ for all A E JZ, or 
(ii) r<m=nand T(A)=aPA’QforaZZAEM, or 
(iii) r = m < n and T(A) = PD,AD,Q for all A E J.@, or 
(iv) r = m = n and T(A) = PDIA’D2Q for all A E JX. 
Proof. Suppose r < m. By Theorem 5.1, T strongly preserves term rank 
1. But r(A) = r(A) for all matrices A, so 7(T(A)) = 7(T( A)). Since T is -- 
linear and S is antinegative, r(T( A)) = T(T( A)). Therefore T strongly pre- 
serves term rank 1. Consequently, by Corollary 5.3.1, T is a (P, Qj-operator. 
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It follows that either 
(a) T(A) = P(A * B)Q for a.II A E .M or 
(b) m=n andT(A)=P(A’*B)Q forall AEJ?, 
where B is some fixed matrix of nonzero entries. Suppose (a) holds. Let 
L(X) = P’T(X)Q’ for aII X, and let + = +,. Then L is a linear +preserver 
and L( Eij) = bij Eij for all i, j. Suppose k f i and 1 f j, and consider 
L( Eij), L( EiI), L( Ekj), and L( E,,). Let 52 be a set of r - 1 pairs (u, U) such 
that u P { i, k }, v @ { j, E }, and D = ZCU, “) E o E,, is a submonomial. Then 
+(E,, + D) = 1 for ah (s, t) E ((i, j),(i, Z),(k, j),(k, I)}. It follows that bij = 
bil = bkj = b,, and bii is a unit. Since i, j, k, 1 were arbitrary, it follows that 
for some unit (Y, b,, = a for all (k, 1). Since 9(M) = 1 for any submonomial 
M of order r, it fol.lows that C? = 1. If (b) holds, we replace T with 
S: X --, T(X’) and apply the result of case (a). Thus (i) and (ii) hold when 
TCrn. 
Suppose r = m G n. Then +(X) = per(X). Acceding to [S, Theorem 31, 
there exist permutation matrices P and Q and a fixed matrix B such that 
(i) per(M) = 1 for ail monomials M dominated by B, and either 
(ii) T(X) = P(B * X)Q for all X E JR?, or 
(iii) m = n and T(X) = P( B * X’)Q for all X E JH. 
Then (i) implies that all entries in B are units and for some submonomial M 
of order r - 2, per (E,, + Eii + M) = 1= per(Eij + E,, + M). Therefore 
b,,bij = bljbil. Let D, be the m X m diagonal matrix whose (i, i)th entry is 
b,‘bil, and let D, be the n x n diagonal matrix whose (j, j)th entry is bIj. 
Then B*A=D,ADsforalI AEM. 
The sufficiency of the conditions is immediate. n 
LEMMA 5.5. Suppose T is a linear operator on JI,~,,,(@). Zf 2 < r < m 
G n and T preserves term ranks r and r - 1, then T preserves &. 
Proof. Suppose +,(A) = 0; then T(A) < r - 1. According to Lemma 5.4, 
-r(T( A)) < r - 1, since T preserves term rank r - 1, and hence &(T(A)) = 0. 
Suppose +.(A) = 1; then r(A) > r. According to Lemma 5.4, r(T( A)) > r, 
since T preserves term rank r, and hence $7(T( A)) = 1. n 
Let ZG be any semiring. An operator T defined on JH = M,, ,,(S) is called 
a (P, Q, B)-operator if for some permutation matrices P and Q and a fixed 
matrix B, none of whose entries are zero or a zero divisor, 
(i) T(X)=P(B*X)QforallX~&or 
(ii) m=n andT(X)=P(B*X’)Qforall XEA. 
Evidently such operators are linear and preserve term rank. 
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THEOREM 5.5. Suppose S is any commutative, antinegative semiring, T 
is a linear operator on JU = J?,,+(S), and 1~ r < m Q n. Then the follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
(i) T strongly preserves term rank r; 
(ii) T is a (P, Q, B)uperator; 
(iii) T preserves two consecutive term ranks; 
(iv) T preserves all term ranks; 
(v) T strongly preserves all term ranks. 
Proof. Suppose (i) holds. Then T strongly preserves term rank r. By 
Theorem 5.2, T preserves &. By Theorem 5.1, T strongly preserves term rank 
1. But S is antinegative, so T also strongly preserves term rank 1. Then (ii) 
follows from [5, Theorem 1 apd Corollary 1.11. 
Suppose (iii) holds. Then T preserves term ranks r and r - 1 (m > r > 2). 
By Lemma 5.5, T strongly preserves term rank 1. Since S is antinegative, T 
strongly preserves term rank 1. Then (ii) follows from [5, Theorem 1 and 
Corollary 1.11. 
Evidently (ii) implies (i) and (v), and (v) implies (iv) implies (iii). n 
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